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                                                        COURSE FILE : UEE 

                                  Question Bank 
                                                    UNIT:1 
Q1:Describe briefly the various factors to be considered in selection of electric drive for 

different Industrial application.(W-13) 

Q2:What are the elements of electrical drive system ? Give detailed classification of electric 

drive(W-13) 

Q3:Give detailed classification of electrical drive.(W-13) 

Q4:Define electric drive. What are the advantages of electrical drive ? Also enlist any four 

application of electric drives.(W-13) 

Q5:State and explain the factors to be taken into account for selection of motor for a given 

application (W-14) 

Q6:Explain briefly different processor and driver used in Cement Industry.(W-14) 

Q7:Compare line shaft drive and sectional drive.(W-14) 

Q8: Describe brieffly the various factors to be considered in selection of electric drive for 

different  industrial application (W-12) 

Q9: Define Electric drive and gives its application (W-12) 

 

 

                                                            UNIT-2 
Q1:Derive an expression for temperature of an electric motor after “t”sec from the instant of 

switching it on (W-12) 

Q2: What is load eqalization ?Deduce an expression for motor torque driving a rollinh mill 

when equipped with fly wheel.(W-12) 

Q3:Derive the equation of temperature rise with time in an Electric Machine. What is heating 

time constant.(W-14) 

Q4:State and explain the factors to be considered for selection of motor power ratings (W-14) 

Q5:Name the different duties of an Electrical Machine and discuss continuous, short time and 

intermittent periodic duty with starting (W-14) 

Q6:Explain briefly different classes of duties ofan electric motor.(W-15) 

Q7:Defineheating and cooling time constants also draw the curve (W-15) 

 

                                                        UNIT-3 
 

 

Q1:Enlist different types of single phase motor. Draw its characteristics and suggest 

application of these motor. (W-12) 

Q2:Draw and explain slip-torque characteristicsof three phase induction motor. Show effect 

of addition of rotor resistance on it.(W-12) 

Q3:Compare the characteristics of D.C. series . and D.C. shunt motor. (W-12) 

Q4:Explain rheostatic breaking of a DC shuntmotor (W-12) 

Q5:Enlist the different types of Single Phase Motorsand also explain capacitor start and 

capacitor run motor with suitable diagram and characteristics. (W-14) 



 
 

Q6:What is necessity of starters for a three phase Induction Motor ? List out various types of 

starters used for a three phase Induction motor and also draw the diagram of any one(W-14) 

Q7:What are the different types of brakings ? Why electrical braking is superior than 

mechanical brakings ? What are the different types of brakings (Electrical) ? And also 

explain Plugging and Rheostatic braking of a DC Shunt Motor (W-14) 

 

                                                        UNIT:4 
Q1:What are the requirement of ideal traction System ? (w-12) 

Q2: Explain the speed time curve for electrictraction(W-12) 

Q3:What is the difference between main line train service, urban service and suburban 

Service (W-12) 

Q4:What are - the different methods of approximation of speed time curves ? Derive 

expression for distance travelled using Quadrilateral approximation method of V(t) 

curve (W-12) 

Q5:What do you understand by speed time curves ?What is its use in practice? (W-14) 

Q6:Derive a simple expression for the maximum power output of traction motors in terms of 

tractive effort,maximum speed and efficiency of transmission gear.(W-14) 

Q7:Describe the procedure of calculating the specific energy consumption of an Electric Train. 

(W-14) 

 

                                                        UNIT:5 

Q1:Explain briefly the different types of current collecting equipments used for traction (W-14) 

Q2:Show that the series parallel control results in a saving of energy equal to one half of the 

Energy output of the (two) motors during the starting period (W-14) 

Q3:Explain open circuit and shunt transition used for series parallel control of traction motor B   

(W-14) 

Q4:Explain briefly Drum Controller.(W-14) 

Q5:Write short note on bridge transion (W-12) 

Q6:Describe the important features of Traction drives. (W-12) 

Q7:Explain the various transition methods (W-12) 

Q8:Write a short note on series parallel control of traction motors (W-12) 

 

                                                         UNIT:6 
Q1:Discuss the factors affecting design procedure of good lighting scheme (W-12) 

Q2:Explain different types of lighting scheme (W-12) 

Q3:Describe the method of arc welding.(W-12) 

Q4:Enumerate advantages and disadvantages of Electric heating over other forms of heating 

(W14) 

Q5:Discuss the general requirements of good lighting scheme (W-14) 

Q6:Explain briefly Flood Lighting.(W-14) 

 


